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ABSTRACT

One of the aims of the Stockholm project is to construct comfortable
apartment buildings which consume less than 100 kWh/m2-year of bought energy
during a normal year, most half the consumption of a normal new building0
Three the Stockholm project buildings, namely Konsolen, Kejsaren and
Sjukskoterskan, were ready for occupancy in 1984~ Their first year of
operation was pl anned as a shakedown period during which both the buildings
and their computerized monitoring systems could bee brought up to the best
passi e running

buil
nee

es

It is

ng this year is presented for each
has proceeded fferently in the various buildings,

mass and an exhaust air heat pump, Kejsaren has a
warm air ng system, and Sjukskoterskan is almost

ly ck insulation and a balanced mechanical
exchanger~

was found that the apartments were bei ng
the 20 C whi ch was assumed when

consumption of the buildings¢ were made~

n Konsolen to correct this discrepancy are

en ng is examined in detail~

balance will look next year, now that the
been corrected (0

that 1 buildings with complex heating and ventilation
a short, intensive shakedown period during which all
their optimal settings~ According to our experience,

could be extremely helpfu10
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INTRODUCTION

The Stockholm Project includes five rental apartment buildings,
Konsolen, Kejsaren, Sjukskoterskan, Bodbetjanten, and Hostvetet, as outlined
in Table 1& One aim of the project ;s to construct buildings which consume
in a normal year less than 100 kWh/m2-year of bought energy (district heating
and electricity) for space heating, domestic hot water and all other purposeSe
The means of achieving this goal is the use of the best conventional
techniques coupled with either the improvement of well-tried existing
techniques or the use of advanced new techniques~ These techniques can concern
either the building shell or t HVAC systemo The evaluation of the Stockholm
project is being carried out by the Energy Conservation in Buildings Group at
the Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden~ An overview of the
project is given in the Swedish Council for Building Research (1984) and more
detail is given in Elmroth et al~ (1985)

TABLE I: Stockholm Project Buil ngs~

Name /I of apts~ Occupancy Features

Kejsaren 10 Summer 1984 Solar Collector
Air heating

Konsolen 57 Summer 1984 Solar walls
High mass
Exhaust heat pump

ukskoterskan

anten

40

35

Summer 1984

Summer 1985

Extra insulation
Quality control

Comb; Effect
Glazed atrium

Spring 198671Hostvetet Bedrock storage
Glazed atrium

r heating

The Combi effect: use of waste heat from a commerci al bui 1ding to
heat a residential building by means of the Thermodeck floor system0
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BUILDINGS~ FEATURES

This paper deals with the first year of operation of the first three
bu;ldings~ This period was planned as a shakedown year for the buildings, and
has -- as expected - revealed a number of construction and heating- and
venti 1at; on-system prob1ems. The energy consumpti on of the bui 1di ngs has
therefore been higher than the design value~ However, it is lower than than
the energy consumption of conventional new buildingso

The measured total bought energy use for the bui 1di ngs duri ng the; r
rst year should be interpreted with caution for several reasons~ The winter

was unusually col d, whi ch increased energy use somewhate Al so, the use of
household electricity and hot water differs considerably from building to
building~ To adjust the energy use a standard year would have been
di cult, since that d have red detailed simulation of
malfunctioning systems~ Once ldi are operating normally,
adjustments are easier to more justifi e~

It is expected
a number

cul es whi
know a 11 e

ng the next year,
ved~ To understand the

building, it is necessary
are as follows:

the city centre, with a
to be the 1aundry $ The

lector which forms the
domestic hot water (DHW)*

concrete oor slabs$ The

Kejsaren is a
garage

main feature of
o it ies

Excess s st d
ar uses

transport medi urn for
in the USA, thi sis

methods of air
, r is delivered from

"..._aRIl?\?At!"1>",!>$""'t in wi ~

registers far from the
r by an r-to-ai r heat

ar collector0

four-story buildings in
Stockholm but close to the

features: solar walls and a
pump which takes heat from
system or the DHW system0

solar walls0
the outer sk i n

low atmospheric pressure
through these passages

ts~ The r is warmed up
on~ Heat loss from
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transmission from the inside also contributes to warming the a;r~ These solar
walls do not give much energy to the building, but they are relatively cheap
to build and so may be worthwhileQ All elements are prefabricated, and to put
air passages in them is not a large extra costG

The solar wall is an interesting use of the facade of a building as a
vertical solar collector to pre-heat ventilation air~ Once inside the
building, the air is further heated as it rises up behind a hydronic radiator
which supplies the space heating*

Sjukskoeterskan is, like Konsolen, in an almost suburban settinge It
is a wide U-shaped snake of a building~ It has two energy saving features:
extremely thick insulation, and quality control~ Many of the walls have 220 mm
of mineralwool insulation behind 190 rrm of lightweight concrete cinder
blocks~ This technique is regarded as experimental because it is unknown
whether convection and radiation will degrade the performance below the
specifications~ Some of the curtain walls have spec.; lightweight wood
studse These both reduce the amount of wood needed and decrease heat loss by
reducing the size of the thermal dges caused by the The insulation
is divided into layers~ i on is em own-in glassfibre0

The idea is
contri bute to

y these aws could be
identical building
aspec t of qua1i ty
extra inspections

1ation is from a
exchanger~

other feature of this buil is quali
there are vast numbers of mi nor cons on

excessive air leakage and unwanted heat 10ss~ If
prevented, then the building could use less
constructed wi th normal 1eve1s watchful ness *

control was extra education the construction M_~~~#,~~~r

by thermography and on tests&

The heating system uses hydronic
anced supply-exhaust system wi an

ENCES DURING

Kejsaren: The 1 techniques employed standard cellular
concrete wall blocks -- are atively well-known and uncomplicated$ There
have problems in this areae With ndsight it is possible to
identify dable thermal bridges where balconies are attached to the
walls@ The solar collector is an integrated part of the roof, an interesting

on@ The solar collector forms the weather ield, so that the extra
costs of the collector are somewhat offset by reduced costs for the roof. The

c is ventilated, so that the underside of the collector should have been
insulated; this insulation was accidentally omitted, and was installed later@
Pressure testing of the apartments at 50 Pa revealed no systematic air
leakage; the building is quite ai ght& Most of the apartments tested were
below O~5 ach at 50 Pa0
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In contrast to the shell construction, the solar hot water and
ventilation system is extremely complicated and has suffered from a number of
problems. Many of the components have not been able to meet the designer~s
specifications: dampers tend to leak, the airflow is difficult to regulate,
the control system program contained fatal errors, the fan-coil units have
proved to be intolerably no;sy@ There were also a number of design flaws in
the solar system; an extra fan had to be added to overcome the collector
pressure drop, and water was found to flow in the wrong direction in some of
the pipes in the hot water storage system.

Both air distribution systems .... ceiling or floor registers - seem to
give comfortable conditions in the apartments@ However, the ceiling ducts and
the; r associ ated reg; sters are much easi er and cheaper to install than the
floor systems~

Except riods n 1 on fan led, the HVAC
(heating ventil on and r-conditioning) system maintained comfortable
conditions in the building~ This has been possible, despite faults in the
system, because is a back-up system whi provides heat from the

strict heat; the ar tern ls0 Unfortunately, this tends
to conceal any 11 rna; personnel~

building ;s that such a
a well-designed control

operation and ma;ntenance@
in a small build;ng~

exhaust air heat pump:
was too high, so the heat pump was often

was too sma11 and had to be
, and off the heat pump at

ems were corrected, the daily average
has as low as 2~1, whereas a value of

ons ectri ca1 input has been ose to
nearer 46 kW the expected 56

nual complaints about
made to improve the COp~

ves which ow from the solar walls have caused
some are designed, ffi t to operate, and do not
seal tightly@ r minor di cultly with the solar walls is that in
extremely cold weather, cold air tends to 11 down onto the oor instead of
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being warmed and rls1ng behind the radiators. However, in general this method
of pre.... heating ventilation supply air seems to be effective, though some
development of the ducts and vent openings is clearly necessary to avoid
draughts.

The high thermal mass has not caused any difficulties. However, we
have not yet carried out any analysis to determine whether it reduced peak
power demand or stored energy during the swing periods~ The building control
system is a standard off-the.... shelf unit, and the building temperature is not
deliberately varied to make use of free heat0 The average temperature of the
building is very stable at about 22 C in the winter& However, there has been
a wide spread of measured apartment air temperatures, and a large variation
of temperature with time0 This phenomenon is described in more detail below~

Sjukskoterskan: This building has a very mple design strategy: very
thick insulation in walls and ceiling, and triple-gl~ed windows with
selective coatings (design U-values O~17, 0$12 and 1~6 W/m -C respectively) 0

However, there have been a number of problems with construction details, and
the performance of the thermal insulation is well below expectations0 The
reasons for this are not known, although a number of minor construction flaws
have been detected~

Thermography revealed a number areas re the air barrier was
scontinuous~ Typical sites were window and door frames $ As far as

possible, these leakage sites have been xede

The thermal resistance of the ceiling external walls has been
measured by hot-box techniques and by heat-flow meters, and the ceiling value
appears to be much lower than expected 0 However, it is extremely difficult to
make in-situ measurements of such high thermal resistances and so there is
sti 11 uncertainty about the magni tude screpancy between theory and
practice0 It is not known whether or the measured low value is real, and
if so whether it is caused by convection or radiation within the insulation,
or , or something else~ The
lightweight walls seem to work 10

City planning requirements demanded that the roof pitch be very lOWe
a consequence, there is no access thin t attic to ventilation ducts and

ng boxes@ Therefore there are about 45 roof hatches to permit access for
adjustment of the ventilation system componentse These hatches present
potential tes for water leakage, and there is a risk that they will be left

after attic inspections@ Indeed, this has already occured.

EXPERIENCES IN ENERGY USE

The Stockholm project buildings all include unique features, many of
which are difficult to model analytically& However, two independent
simulations (BRIS and DEROB) (Isfalt et ale, 1986) of the energy use in the
Stockholm Project buildings were made~ These simulations give a good idea of
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the expected energy use of the buildings in 1971 Stockholm weather~ The
simulations are also used to estimate some of the difficult-to-measure energy
inputs (such as metabolic gains) and losses (such as transmission)$

The energy balance for Konsolen will be examined in detail below. It
follows a general model for the whole Stockholm Project (Hambraeus and Werner,
1985). The values of the input parameters are known to various degrees of
assurance since they come from several different sourceS0 Some parameters are
based on direct measurements~ and some are either based on the BRIS and DEROB
simulations or use the same assumptions as those mulations did~ Some of the
values based on the simulations have been corrected for the outdoor temperture
for 1985, but most of them have been used directil The energy is given per
square meter of heated floor area* This area includes the basement, laundry,
hobby room and stai~ays, since these are al~ heated to 20 C or hig~er~

Heated area is 5336 m , apartment area is 4143 m gross area is 5831 m ~

Energy Inputs

a
c

losses are
Since we

in summer,
ons~

, perhaps of the balance, is
strict Heati total energy suplied

i e error 5%$ cal Energy is measured
th a possible error of less than 2 % $

ous losses added to make the simulations balance
c cul solar gains nor deliberate ventilation

is useful only as a comparison with the

are some energies we do
on by the heat-pump, is

minus the electric energy
s estimated to be less than

through ndows is estimated
error in these two items can

1i e to avera 11 error
season is so sma11 as a percentage of

ic heat is also estimated on basis
occupancy figures$

from measured total col d water
the temperature of incoming cold water and

ng grey water& We assume that all water entering
water~ The error is estimated as less than 15 %~

before the recovery unit (to avoid double
ly air ow measurement) is estimated as

r leakage out from Konsolen building is assumed not to
season, because the building is kept at about 10 to

by the exhaust ai r system@ There may be
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leakage out of the building if people have their windows wide openG
Transmission losses are the val ues from the simul ations, adjusted for the
actual indoor-outdoor temperature differencee

Figure 1 shows the energy balance for January 1 to December 31, 19850
The left-hand columns show inputs, the right-hand columns oUtpUtS0 It can be
seen that the input is usually greater than the outpute We think one reason
for this is that transmission losses are underestimated@ In the simulations,
little attention was paid to the influence of thermal bridges, which can
contribute quite a significant proportion to the losses in such a well
insulated building. Note that the first three sections of the input column
are the bought energy: district heating, electricity for the heat pump and
electric~ty for all other useSe The measured annual totals were 68, 29~ and
44 kWh/m respectivelYe

Tab1e II shows some of the reasons why tota1 bought energy use, 141
kWh/m2-year, was greater than predicted by the simulationse BRIS and DERDS
gave 98 and 86 kWh/m2-year respectivelY0

TABLE II

Causes of unexpectedly high 11 s in

Cause Estimated
Effect %

Reparable Repaired
March 86

Outdoor temperature: 5 No No
1985 colder than 1971

Indoor temperature: 5 ibly No
22 C instead of 20 C

pump run-time: 1~5 Yes
Intermi on

Heat Pump COP 5 ibly No
2@1 instead of 2e9

adjustments shown in Table II are made, then the difference between
predicted energy use is acceptably smal1$ Even if energy use is a

gher than expected, the results still illustrate that it is possible
A~~,~au~~ buildings whose energy demand is much lower than that of

conventional modern buildings~ There must be a shakedown period during which
the HVAC system and its control s can be carefully adjustede However, there
still may be problems maintaining comfort at low air temperatures, as detailed
in the next section*
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TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTIONS

It can be seen from Table 2 that one of the most important factors for
the discrepancy between the simulation and the measurement is the indoor
temperature, approximately 2 C higher than assumed@ When the simulations were
made it was assumed that it would be possible it maintain the buildings
un; formly at 20 C0 (In Sjukskotertskan it was hoped that the expected hi gh
mean radiant temperature might make it possible to lower the temperature below
20 C while maintaining comforte) However, experience has shown that all three
buildings tend to be kept at between 21$5 and 22@5 C on average, with a spread
of about 3 C or more between the hottest and the coldest apartments 0 This has
clearly increased heating energy use0 Once again, no precise simulation of
the effect can be made; the temperature distribution is rather non-uniform,
and varies considerably with time0 S is a matter of some concern, since
one the aims of the project was to build comfortable apartments (Jagbeck
1985)0 A study is being ed out ty of Stockholm to

uci ~ nions on buildings~

an
bui 1 is
thermostatic

buildings, but since all
it was decided to attack the

di bution of average apartment
14, 19850 e hotest apartment had

le dest had almost 21 C~ The
ator system, 1 radi ators have

mum of 21C~

temperature is an average value of
1~7 m above floor leve10 The

of occupant activities and
so a slow vari on of up

for the period November 1 to 14,
2(a), despite the fact that the
never been set to the; r des; gn

This is a common retrofit
reduce the spread of temperatures~

the temperature of the water supplied
curve whi defined the supply temperature as

a peri of four months this curve
3 shows the cumulative temperature

""l>~T'.__ Il"'!IT' temperatures for December 1985 and
seen, curve for January is shifted down a little,
some movement points from the coldest end of the

s 1 effect occured either because occupants turned
ously off or by a change in the; r

nally, temperature stribution of Fi 2(c)
d apartment; the radi valves there will be

One is above the equipment room, and
we suspect temperature sensor @ That
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leaves three outliers; if that state continues, it will probably be
acceptable.

The effect of this efforts on the energy consumption is shown in Figure
4, which shows the power to the radiators as a function of outdoor temperature
for two 2-week periods in November, 1985 and March, 19860 As can be seen~

there has been a noticable reduction in heat demand0

It should be noted that there is still a large daily and monthly
variation in temperature$ It should also be noted we have not been able
to reduce the ai r temperature down to 20 C. It may be that it is not
acceptable to reduce the air temperature of rental apartments to 20 C in
SwedenG A discussion of temperatures in various types of Swedish residential
buildings may be found in Widegren-Dafgard (undated)~

CONCLUSION

Data has been
ldings performed in

as expected: those with complicated systems
those th i nnovati ve constructi on ces
construction detailso Many of these problems
hoped that energy consumption in the forthcomi
1ower ~ A1so, now tha t many sys ems
reasonab1e to expect to ab1e to
year and domestic

in these
-"'''.~'''''''~_~R·''''T''''lIon whi aims

these systems d
and effort

1di ngs need a
_~o"""'''\P_'''''''''I·~ can be thoroughly

Konsolen building, it
about 10% lower0

The heating,
buildings are complex,
low energy consumptione

rst function as
opti ly &

defined commissioning ntf"llt'\,...fiof"H

checked~ If such a had 1
appears likely that energy consumption would

s work was Byggforskni ngsradet (the Swedi
1 ng Research, BFR)e The authors are grateful the assi
leagues at the Royal Institute of Technology@
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ENERGY BALANCE KONSOLEN 1985
30 ,.---------------------

(kWh/m2)

~~~~ ectricity losses
nsmission

Leakage
Grey Water

lSSSS1 Ventilation

~ Solar Gain
eta lie eat

Solar Wei

gure l@ Energy balance for the Konsolen building for 1985. left-hand
column shows energy inputs, the right-hand column energy outputs@
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